Analysis of bimodal interspike interval histograms of primary muscle spindle endings in active triceps surae muscles of cats.
A feature frequently observed in interspike interval histograms (IH) derived from stationary Ia fibre discharge patterns was a bimodality suggesting a mixed population composed of two sub-populations of possibly different origins. To verify this hypothesis a separation of these subpopulations was attempted by assuming a Gaussian distribution for the longer intervals. The success of such a separation depended on the distinctness of the histogram peaks and the relative sizes of each mode. Both factors in turn depended on the overall muscle length and, hence, on the mean spindle discharge rate. The smaller intervals were then isolated from the spike trains and submitted to further statistical analysis. By averaging overall muscle tension with respect to the smaller intervals, the latter could often be linked to tension trajectories which were of higher amplitude and faster time course than the trajectories obtained by averaging with respect to the rest of the spikes. In some cases, auto-correlation histograms of isolated small intervals as well as serial correlograms computed for all intervals indicated that some muscle spindle afferents responded sensitively to activity of single motor units. This would confirm recent results of Cameron et al. (1980).